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Computer systems, networks and Internet
users are under constant threat from
cyber-attacks. A threat is any indication,
circumstance or event with the potential to
cause harm to an Information and
Communications Technologies (ICT)
infrastructure and the assets that depend
on this infrastructure. Identifying and
evaluating threats early enough is critical
for protecting both infrastructures and
citizens. Of course this is an extremely
challenging endeavour. The past has
witnessed many stunning scientific and
technical advances, and these advances
have transformed society and the way
people use and rely on information
technology. But attackers are also very
creative and constantly invent new ways of
abusing technologies and applications
either for financial gain or simply because
they enjoy virtual vandalism. Trying to
accurately predict possible new threats is
therefore no easy task, but it is important
to think about the potential risks and
threats of emerging technologies and their
applications. Otherwise, one would
surrender to the enemy and, at best,
simply react to his new attacks. 

Operating along those lines, the scientific
community involved in the FORWARD
project has been systematically working to
identify emerging and future threats in ICT
infrastructures. The FORWARD project is a
co-ordination action, supported by the
European Commission, whose purpose is
to facilitate an agenda of research
problems by mobilising the critical mass of
European researchers in network and
systems security. FORWARD has brought
together more than 100 experts from
academia, industry and government,
creating the critical mass needed to
identify the emerging and future security
threats in network and systems security.
Having completed two public workshops
and hundreds of multi-party
communications, the FORWARD
community has identified the dimensions
that drive the security threats of the future.
These dimensions serve as the main
drivers of development in general, and

allow us to set a framework in which each
working group can systematically explore
threats. 

The four main dimensions identified are
the following:

New technologies: By new technologies,
we mean technical advances that provide
functionality that simply was not there
before. Clearly, this is very difficult to
predict, but there are certain drivers, such
as Moore’s law, that have been valid for a
long time. Extrapolating these steady
trends, we foresee much faster networks
(both wired and wireless), a substantial
increase in parallelism (multi-core
machines) and better energy and battery
technology, which will catalyse the
prevalence of mobile computing.
Computing devices will also become
smaller and cheaper. As a result, they will
become more widespread, and they will be
able to support more and richer
applications. 

New applications: New applications
means completely new uses of technology,
uses that typically did not exist before or do
not have a counterpart in the real world.
One important set of emerging
applications is social networks: tools that
have rapidly reached a significant
proportion of the population and that
support social interactions among large
user groups. Another interesting class of
new applications revolves around the idea
of software as a service – a model in which
applications are hosted by providers on a
large-scale computing infrastructure,
such as a cloud. This deployment and
computing model is profoundly different
from the traditional client-server model,
presenting new challenges in security and
privacy. 

New business models: With new business
models, we refer to the fact that certain
services or applications that might already
exist in some form start increasingly to rely
on a working ICT infrastructure. For
example, online shopping, online banking,

and even eGovernment would be
considered new business models in our
taxonomy. That is, these services did exist
before (as retail stores, banks and offices),
but they are now increasingly carried out
via ICT. In addition, these services do not
represent a fundamentally different
application, since they are typically
instances of well known models of
computing that are simply adapted to suit
the business case. 

New social dynamics and the human

factor: This category takes into account
possible changes in the way that people
approach and use technology and certain
applications. For example, young people
are becoming increasingly sophisticated in
their use of ICT, and at the same time ICT
users in general are increasingly willing to
entrust devices and applications with a
significant amount of private information.
This opens up the possibility for a wide
variety of new threats.

The results of FORWARD are expected to
be used not only by researchers, but also
by policy-makers who want to facilitate a
road towards a more secure cyber-space.
Thus, researchers, policy-makers,
decision-makers and practitioners are
encouraged to follow the activities of
FORWARD and provide their feedback at
www.ict-forward.eu/.
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